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AB STRACT

Partially concrete filled thin-walled steel tubular (PCFT) columns are often used for

elevated bigbway bridge plerS in Japan due to the bigb
earthquake resistance･ This is

because the local buckling of steel tubes is restrained by the in-filled concrete that is

confined by diaphragms and their strength and ductility are considerably lmPrOVed･ As

observed in 1995 Kobe earthquake, the damages of the columns are usually influenced by

the in-put earthquake waves and Japanese seismic design code for highway bridges adopted

a new design concept to control the damage of the columns･ Tberefbre, the control of the

local buckling under cyclic loading lS Very Important tO improve the energy dissipation

capacity as well as to prevent the overall failure of PCFr columns･ The cyclic local

buckling that usually gove皿S the ultimate behavior of thin-walled steel columns is

prevented by the complicated interface action between steel & concrete and internal passive

pressure due to dilation of in-filled concrete･ On the other hand, this pressure that acts as

confinement to the in-filled concrete also increases the strength of concrete･ Therefore, an

accurate modeling of the interface action together with the behavior of confined concrete
ヽ

and thin-walled steel tube may be an only versatile method to predict the hysteretic behavior

of PCFr columns in a direct manner. However, up to the present, no research has been

conducted on the analysis Of PCFT column in a direct manner due to the difficulty of the

modeling that assures numerical stability･ To construct the FEM model, the steel tube and

in-filled concrete are modeled with geometrically and materially nonlinear shell elements

and solid elements, respectively･ To ensure the interface action between steel and concrete,

contact and出ction behaviors are considered･ To express the material constitutive relation,

the 31Surface cyclic plasticity model is used for the steel tube, while the concrete damaged

plasticity model is used for the in-filled concrete･ Herein, first, an accurate and numerically

stable FEM model
is proposed to compute the bysteretic behavior of PCFT columns and

then, accuracy of the computed results is con丘rmed by comparlng With experimental results･

Furthermore, based on proposed FEM model, the mechanical properties of PCFT columns

are investigated with considering occurrence of fracture in steel tube, in-filled concrete

restraining effect on strength, ductility and energy disslpation capaclty aS Well as confining

pressure effect on concrete strength･
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PREFACE

In this research an accurate and stable FEM model is proposed to compute the hysteretic

behavior of thin-walled steel bridge plerSwith partially in-filled concrete･ The thesis

consists of four chapters･ The contents of each chapter are briefly described･

CIlapter 1 (Introduction):This chapter includes general introduction, background and

objectiveof the present research. In 1995, elevated highway bridge plerS in Japan were

seriously damaged due to Kobe earthquake･ To control the damages of the columns, it is

necessary to restrain the cyclic local buckling of steel tube･ Thin-walled steel tubular

columns with partially in-filled concrete (PCFT)will be an alternative approach to control

the damages of the columns. To investigate the hysteretic behavior of PCFr columns, there

are several experimental studies carried out in recent decades. Followlng these experimental

studies, a typical hysteric cuⅣe sbowlng pinching behavior of PCFr columns are derived･

But up to the present, there is no accurate proposed FEM model that expresses the typlCal

hysteretic behavior of PCFr columns･ This is due to lack of accurate constitutive model of

steel and concrete together with proper steel-concrete interaction model･ Followlng these

limitations, some scopes and goals are established for this research･

Chapter 2 (Theoreticalbackground of material and interface
models):

Thin-walled tubular

columns with in-filled concrete under cyclic loading exhibits complicated behavior

accompanylng local buckling and their hysteretic behaviors are strongly in□uenced by the

behavior of the thin-walled hollow steel tube, confined in-filled concrete and steel-concrete

interaction. The use of an accurate constitutive model to express the cyclic behavior of the

material steel and concrete as well as proper interface modeling between tubular columns

and in-filled concrete will be an only versatile method to compute the hysteretic behavior of

PCFT columns. To express cyclic strain hardening, the modified 3-surface cyclic plasticity

model is used herein as constitutive model for material steel, while concrete damaged

plasticity model is used to simulate cyclic strain hardening, strain softening and brittle

behavior of in-filled concrete. The inelastic behavior of concrete defined in this model is

based on plasticity and damaged mechanics along with dilation characteristics of concrete

material. The in-filled concrete imparts stiffness to the structure when steel-concrete

interaction is possible･ To express the contact with friction behavior along steel-concrete

interface, an accurate modeling as well as approximate modeling lS prOpOSed･ Hard contact

and Coulomb friction model are considered as an accurate interface 'model, while bi-linear

sprlng model for contact behavior and linear sprlng model for shearlng behavior are referred

V



as approximate model for steel-concrete interaction･ These two modeling are used to verify

interface modeling effect on bysteretic behavior of PCFT columns･

Chapter 3 (NonlinearFEMAnalysis of CFT Columns): This chapter demonstrates details

the 3-D FEM model to compute the hysteretic behavior of PCFT columns･ The FEM model

is determined based on the PCFT column specimens used in the unidirectional cyclic

loading experiments carried out by the Public Work Research lnstitute, Japan･ In this study,

4 types of FEM models are proposed
fわr PCFT column specimens, based discrete crack

location and type of interface modeling used for steel-concrete interaction as well as

constitutive model used for in-filled concrete. To construct the FEM model,
4-node double

curve general-purpose shell element with reduced integration (S4R) for steel tube and 8-

node solid element with reduced integration (C3D8R) are used for concrete core･ With

considering geometric and material nonlinearity, the numerical analysis is carried out by

using the general-purpose finite element package program ABAQUS･ A comparison

between the 4 types of FEM models is shown in order to investigate the bysteretic behavior

of PCFr columns with considering interface modeling, discrete crack location and concrete

constitutive model, and fhally the most accurate and stable FEM model is proposed･ The

accuracy of the proposed FEM models is confirmed by comparlng the computed results with

the results of conventional cyclic loading experiments･ Based on the proposed FEM model,

the mechanical properties of PCFT column is investigated considering in-filled concrete

restraining effect on tubular local buckling, strength, ductility and energy dissipation

capacity of PCFr and corresponding hollow columns, con丘ning pressure distribution on in-

filled concrete and its effect on concrete strength as well as occurrence of metal fracture

initiation in steel tube.

Chapter 4 (Summary):Anaccurate and numerically stable FEM model is proposed for

PCFT columns in this study･ The hysteretic behavior of PCFr columns obtained from

proposed model shows pinching bysteretic loop characteristics that observed in the

unidirectional cyclic loading experiments･ The present analytical study is mainly concerned

with the computation of bysteretic behavior of PCFr columns under cyclic unidirectional

load. But, to ensure the safety of elevated highway bridges under earthquake waves, it is

necessary to compute bi-directional bysteretic behavior of PCFT columns･ In this respect,

some scopes are recommendations are proposed for future research･
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General

Partially concrete-filled thin-walled steel tubular columns referred hereinafter as PCFT

columns are often preferred as elevated highway bridge piers (Fig.111)in urban areas,

Japan･ In 1995 Kobe earthquake, most of highway bridge piers are Severely damaged

due to local buckling of tubular columns (Fig･112)･ Considering the lessons learned

from the Kobe earthquake, the Japanese seismic design code (Japan Road Association

2002) for highway bridges adopted
a new design concept where the damage of the

columns is controlled such that their residual deformation under the in-put earthquake

waves becomes within an allowable value. However, the effects of local buckling on

their strength and ductility must be carefully considered fわr the design of these plerS･

Tberefbre, it is important to predict accurately the ultimate behavior of PCFr columns

during severe earthquakes.

The PCFT columns can be treated as an earthquake resistant structure, 1n Which steel

tube acts compositely with in一丘11ed concrete such that the sti比IeSS and load carrylng

capacity of the structure are slgnificantly improved comparing With hollow columns･

The concrete partially filled at lower part of hollow columns and confined by a

diaphragm (Fig.113)is expected to improve the ductility & strength of hollow tubular

columns without so much increaslng the seismic inertia force･ In PCFr columns, steel

tube is expected to carry stresses prlmarily in the longitudinal direction caused by axial

loading.and moments, as well as in the transverse direction caused by shear and internal

passive pressure due to concrete dilation･ This can prevent the inward buckling of the

steel tube and increase the stability of the structure･ In addition, 1nCreaSlng the concrete

strength due to confining pressure takes an important role to improve the performance

of hollow columns. So, PCFT column offers very competitive solution comparlng tO the

conventional RC column･ This system is a completely new approach that is widely used

in Japan, China and many other countries of the world･ So, analysュs and design of PCFT

column is not only a special field of interest but also demandable from safety and

economical points of view.
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F≡g.1-1 Elevated highway bridge pier usedindle urbanareas, Japan



(a)

(b)

Fig.1-2 (a) Damageinhighway bridge pier, O))Damage occurred in a cylindncalpier due to 1995

Kobc Earthquake
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Fig.1･3 Definition of PCFr column model

1.2 Advantages or CFr columns

Japan is an earthquake-prone country where earthquake caused miserable disasters in

different areas in recent years･ It damaged an enormous number of railway constructions

such as elevated RC and steel bridges. Thereafter, CFr column draws attention as a

structural member of bigb resistibility to the eartbquake･ The composite action of CFr

column glVeS relatively better advantages over conventional steel or reinforced concrete

column. The advantages are enlisted below.

i)Concrete filled steel tubular column has a large deformation capacity combining steel

and concrete rationally.

ii)It shows good pe血rmance on the durability compared with hollow tubular columns･

iii)It i.sbecoming increasingly popular in structural applications around the world due

to their excellent earthquake resistant properties such as small cross sectional area, high

strength, high ductility, large energy absorption capacity･

iv)The composite column helps to control lateral drift and local buckling of steel tube is

delayed due to steel-concrete surface interaction and dilation of in-filled concrete･

vi) Moreover, the steel tube encloses the concrete core
anq

can be used as both

longitudinal and lateral reinforcement as well as formwork during casting of concrete･

This type of column can offer many other advantages, for instance the increased speed

of construction, better safety and deducing construction expenses of public work
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required fわreconomic design･

1.3 Common difTICulties to analyze the CFr columns

It is well recognized that the proper use of two or more material in structures

generally leads to a more efficient and economical systems for resisting seismic load. In

this regard, CFT is an innovative idea, which is finding lnCreaSlng applications in design

practice. In spite of excellent advantages, designers rarely utilize CFT system, since few

practical nonlinear FEM models have been developed to simulate the important aspects

of CFT column. In contrast, relatively few researchers have developed an efficient

method to study the load-deformation behavior of CFT column subjected
to cyclic

loading･ This is partly because severe discontinuity
ocFurS tO compute numerical

analysis･ This discontinuity arises from material nonlinearity and steeトconcrete contact

interface. The interface openlng and closing through height of the column changes

rapidly and causes severe contact problem fわrFEM analysis. To overcome this problem,

it will be essential to

′model
the interface action along with the local buckling of steel

tube and nonlinear behavior of confined concrete accurately.

1.4 Typical hysteretic behavior of PCFr columns

According to the results of the unidirectional cyclic loading test (Public work

research institute, 1997-2000, Iuraノel al. 2002), PCFT columns exhibit a characteristic

pinching hysteresis loop shown in Fig･ I-3, expressed in terms of horizontal

load-displacement relationship･ The typical bysteretic behavior of PCFr columns血as

two distinct features･ First, the hysteresis loop shows a recovery of sti血ess in the

loading process. This may be explained by the opening and subsequent closhg
behavior

of concrete cracks transverse to the column axis. When the horizontal displacement

approaches zero, the cracks that are closed in the compression side open due to the

decrease of the compressive stress･ This results in the stiffness degradation･ However,

when the horizontal displacement increases from zero in the opposite direction, the

cracks agaln Close on the compressive side and the column recover its stiffness･ Second,

being different from the RC columns, the energy dissipation capacity of the hysteresis

loop lS rather stable, regardless of the magnitude of the amplitude･ This is because the

local buckling of the steel tube is restrained by the confined concrete･ There are several

parameters of steel and concrete materials in□uenclng tO develop the pinching behavior

of PCFT column, such as dilation of in-filled concrete, steel-concrete initial interface
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clearance, confining pressure, biaxial stress ratio. The confining pressure induced from

steel tube is directly related to concrete dilation as well as steel-concrete interface

clearance and takes an important role in crack openlng and subsequent crack closlng Of

concrete･ Regarding steel material parameters, initial length of yield plateau and radius

of contracted yield surface takes important role in developlng pinching hysteretic loop

characteristics of PCFT columns. In this study, such kind of pinching behavior is

examined by experimentally and a numerically stable FEM model
is proposed to access

bysteretic behavior of PCFr columns.

Concrete crack

Concrete crack

closlng

Fig. 1･4. Hysteretic curve showlng Pinching behavior of PCFT column･

1.5 Background or the present study on CFr columns

The PCFr columns under cyclic loading exhibit complicated behavior accompanylng

with local buckling of steel tube and concrete cracking･ But up to now, extensively

limited researches on PCFT columns are not capable to predict the ultimate seismic

behavidr accurately.

Experimental study

In recent decades, several experimental studies (Iuraet al･ 2002, Morishita et al･ 2000,

Hanbin Ge et al. 1996 and Public Work Research lnstitute, 1997-2000, among others)
have been conducted to examine the hysteretic behavior of PCFT columns･

Furthermore, these experimental studies are mainly focused on the behavior of PCFT

column under cyclic umidirectional load･ However, up to the present, there are no
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experiments on PCFT columns to compute the hysteretic behavior under bidirectional

cyclic loading. But the severest bidirectional cyclic loading has an unfavorable effect on

strength and ductility of PCFT columns.

Analytical study

Tbe geometrical and material nonlinear FEM analysュs may be a versatile method in

predicting the hysteretic behaviors of CFT bridge piers, Which are mainly affected by

cyclic plasticity of steel tube with local buckling, inelasticity of confined in-filled

concrete and interaction between steel tube and in-filled concrete. Regarding the

geometric and material nonlinear analysis, some analytical approaches have been

proposed fbllowlng the above mentioned cyclic unidirectional experimental studies･

These analytical models have been proposed to predict the bysteretic behavior of PCFT

columns in an indirect manner and are basically based on beam theory (Susantba et al･

2002, Varma et al･ 2002)･ However, these models basically intended for practical design

use are not capable of considering properly the local buckling of thin-walled steel tube

along with the interaction between steel tube and in-filled concrete･

Matsumura et al. (2003) proposed a 3-D analytical model wbere也e steel tube and

in一丘11ed concrete are represented by geometrically and materially nonlinear shell

elements and solid elements, respectively･ In their model, the contact behavior between

steel tube and in-filled concrete is considered, although the interface friction in the

tangential direction is lgnOred･ The application of their model is limited only to the

behavior under monotonic loading due to some numerical problems･ The posトpeak

behavior of the CFT column predicted by the model differs slgnificantly from the

existing experimental results.

Fujiiet al. (2003) used a FEM model similar to Matsumura, although the constitutive

model for in-filled concrete and the modeling of the interface action is simplified･ That

is, an elastic-perfectly plastic model is used for the in-filled concrete and a contact

elastic sprlng model is used for the interface･ The contact sprlng elements are inserted at

the initial state and their locations are assumed not to change during the subsequent

loading･ Probably because of these simplified models, the pinching hysteretic loop

characteristics of the CFT columns are not obtained in their analysュs.

Hsu et al. (2003) also presented a FEM model similar to Fujiiet al･ (2003)･However,

they disclose neither the constitutive models nor the interface model･ The application of

their model is limited only to the analysis Of the local buckling pattern under monotonic

loading.
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Tbe previous studies on CFT column are mainly focused on two important aspects:

simple constitutive model for in-filled con?fete and relatively approximate interface

modeling･ Tberefbre, accurate interface and material modeling will be a direct approach

to compute the hysteretic behavior of PCFT columns.

1.6 Objective of this study

To get better understanding the mechanical behavior of concrete filled steel tubular

columns, it is hecessary to draw attention to behavior of steel tube with local buckling,

inelastic behavior of in-filled concret占with confining effect and interaction between

steel tube and in-filled concrete. In the previous analytical studies, most attention was

glVen tO the behavior of the steel, and the concrete was very o鮎n treated justas a way

to strengthen and stabilize the steel member. But concrete shows complex inelastic

behavior under confining pressure. Therefore, it is necessary to propose an accurate

analytical approach to compute bysteretic behavior of PCFT columns with considering

accurate concrete model as well as proper interaction model between steel tube and

in-filled concrete. To achieve this goal, followlng SCOPeS are taken into consideration

for the present study.

First, the cyclic local buckling of thin-walled steel tube that usually governs their

ultimate behavior is prevented by the internal passive pressure due to血e dilation of

in-filled concrete. On the other hand, this pressure that acts as confinement to the

in-filled concrete also increases the strength of concrete. Therefore, accurate modeling

of the interface action together with the behavior of confined concrete and thin-walled

steel tube may be an only versatile method to predict the bysteretic behavior of PCFT

columns in a direct manner. The
objectiveof the present study is to propose a more

accurate, yet numerically stable FEM model that considers geometric and material

nonlinearity･ The accuracy of the proposed model is to be verified by comparlng the

computed results with the results of cyclic loading experiments･

Second, the failure mechanism of PCFT columns comprlSeS the occurrence of metal

fracture in steel tube and confining pressure distribution on in-filled concrete. In PCFT

columns, steel tube goes to large inelastic deformationロnder cyclic loading･ However,

the metal fracture is likely to form in steel tube where local buckling occurs･ On the

other hand, in-filled concrete suffers from complicated confining pressure distribution
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that generated from outer steel tube･ Therefore, second objectiveof this study lS tO

investigate these mechanical properties of PCFT columns.

Third, inward local buckling of steel tube is restrained by dilation of in-filled

concrete and steel-concrete interaction･ In this study, itwill be investigated how in-filled
●

concrete restraining effect slgnificantly lmprOVeS the strength, ductility and energy

dissipation capacity of PCFr columns, comparlng With corresponding hollow columns.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical background of material and interface

models

2.1 General

Hysteretic behavior of PCFT columns is strongly influenced by the behavior of the

thin-walled hollow steel tube, confined in-filled concrete and steel-concrete interaction.

Tberefbre, it is necessary to use an accurate constitutive model to express the cyclic

behavior of the material steel and concrete as well as appropriate interface modeling･

Steel is assumed to be initially elastic with strain hardening capabilities after yielding･

To express cyclic strain hardening, modified 3-surface cyclic plasticity model is used

herein as constitutive model fわrmaterial steel.

Under compression, the in-filled concrete behaves like a strain hardening material

before crushing and strain softeming material after crushing, and it shows brittle

behavior under tension. To simulate this type of complex behavior, the damaged

plasticity model based on plasticity with damage mechanics, 1S used as constitutive

model for in-filled concrete. In this model, concrete hardening behavior is associated

with both damage and plasticity, while softening behavior is controlled by damage

mechanics only･ However, this damage mechanics influences size of the yield surface as

well as unloading process･ The distinct feature of the model is the use of the inelastic

surfaces that can be used to calculate plastic defbrmation･ This constitutive model

accounts essential properties of concrete material: strain hardening and strain softening

behavior, dilation angle, shape of the yield surface, stiffness degradation and bi-axial

stress ratio･ The simultaneous use of plasticity and damage surface together with

dilation characteristics of concrete material leads to be an accurate constitutive model

fb∫concrete material.

In PCFT columns, the in-filled concrete takes an import.ant role in galnlng Strength

when steel-concrete interaction is possible. The ih-filled concrete imparts stiffness to the

structure when they are in contact condition･ This contact behavior is simulated by

contact with friction model. The details of these two material constitutiv'e models along

with interface model are described in the fbllowlng SeCtions･
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2.2 Modified 3-surface cyclic plasticity model for steel

Hysteretic behavior of PCFT columns is strongly influenced by the behavior of the

thin-walled hollow steel tube. Therefore, it is necessary to use an accurate constitutive

model to express the cyclic behavior of the material steel. Hereln, the modified

3-surface cyclic plasticity model developed by Goto et all (1998, 2006) is adopted as a

constitutive model. This model can accurately analyze the hysteretic behavior of

thin-walled steel columns under large equlValent plastic strain. There are three surfaces

existing in the stress space: yield surface, discontinuous surface and bounding surface.

The bounding surface is fixed in stress space and the radius of bounding surface is equal

to ultimate tensile strength ou obtained from tensile coupon test. The discontinuous

surface coincides with yield surface orlglnally and expands isotropically at the initiation

of strain hardening. This 3-surface cyclic plasticity model takes into account the

important characteristics of cyclic steel plasticity with less parameters and internal

variables such as the effects of yield plateau, contraction of elastic range and cyclic

strain hardeming. The modified 31Surface model is described details elsewhere by Goto

et al. (1998, 2006) and shown schematically in Fig･2･1･
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The 3-surface cyclic plasticity model introduces ten material parameters for steel, such

as Young's modulus E∫, Poisson's ratio vs
, yield stress a, , ultimate tensile stress uu ,

orlglna1 length of yield plateau c,p
, plastic modulusH,; obtained by tensile coupon test,

mimimum radius of contracted yield surfacefb , elastic range reduction rate p , elastic

range expansion coefficient p ,
discontinuous coefficient K and curve-fitting

parameterE for tensile coupon test･ The parameters defined above are to be calibrated

from tensile coupon test results alongwith the cyclic loading
experiments on

thin-walled hollow steel columns (Goto et al, 1998, 2006)･ The modified 3-surface

model is implemented in the general purpose finite element package program ABAQUS

ver･6･6 by USER SUBROUTINE feature･ For a specified strain increment, USER

SUBROUTINE is made such that stress increment is calculated by the modified

3-surface model.

2.3 Concrete material model

As is well known, the constitutive relation of･in-filled concrete influences the stability

of the numerical calculation. In recent years, Finite Element Method (FEM) has

emerged as the most powe血1 general method of structural analysis and has provided

englneerS With a tool of very wide applicability･ Indeed, FEM now offers a powe血1

and general analytical tool fb∫ reinfわrced concrete members and structures･ Concrete

cracking, tension stiffening, compressive hardening and softening, so called multiaxial

nonlinear behavior can be modeled virtually by FEM analysis･ The fbllowlng Sections

represent different concrete material models with their advantages, drawbacks, and

limitations in application.

2.3.1 Review of concrete material models

A皿isotropic hardening model proposed by Cben and Chen (1975a) applicable for

triaxial state under simple loading condition･ This model is based on associated flow

rule and provides no idea about strain softening behavior of concrete･ The crushing type

failure occurs while stress state exceeds the ultimate strength value and concrete loses

its strength completely･ Although this model is applicable for triaxial case, but no

consideration related to triaxial effect was taken into account in loading function･

However, when concrete will be
subjected

to triaxial state and laterally confined, it will

not be capable to control volume dilation･ Therefore, concrete will behave in
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discontinuous manner and numerical analysis will be unstable under complex loading･

Darwin and Pecknold (1977) proposed an orthotropic hypo-elastic model based on

equlValent stress-strain concept and material parameters are obtained from equlValent

uniaxial cuⅣe･ Toader et al･ 1997 modified the hypo-elastic model and applied in

triaxial stress state under cyclic loading･ The directions of ortbotropy were assumed to

coincide with current prlnClpal stress directions according to the rotating smeared-crack

approach･ This model considers nonlinear stress-strain behavior, tensile cracking,

compression crushing and strain softenlng･ The prlnClpal characteristic of血ese models

is that inelasticity does not depend on flow rule･ Toader also recommends that this

model may encounter some numerical convergence problem in a particular case of

non-proportional loading･ Abdelhafid et al･ 1997 further modified this model

introducing a normalized scalar damage parameter applied in unloading process fわr

non-proportional loading･ As is well known computing confining pressure is a complex

phenomenon especially for structures subjected
to bending･ This factor is not considered

in this model･ All these sensitive and critical problems can be overcome by the use of

non-associated flow rule that is the choice of a plastic potential distinct from the yield

function. In addition, effective stress area and stiffness recovery concept are used to

define concrete damaged plasticity model, which indirectly improve the computational

efficiency･ So, this model will be a suitable example that can overcome all problems

mentioned above.

2.3.2 Concrete damaged plasticity model

Concrete that exhibits brittle behavior fわr tensile and small compressive stresses

becomes ductile in presence of big血hydrostatic pressures･ The brittle behavior of

concrete disappears when the confining pressure is sufficiently high to prevent crack

propagation･ Under these circumstances, a failure driven by the collapse of concrete

microporous structures exhibits a macroscopIC response that resembles the behavior of a

ductile material. Therefわre, in the conventional triaxial concrete models, the behavior

under compressive stresses is represented by plasticity model, while the behavior under

tensile and small compressive stresses is expressed by smeared cracking model･ This

model, however, often encounters numerical difficulty under cyclic load, when applied

to FEM. To circumvent this situation, the concrete damaged plasticity model (Lee et al･

1998) implemented in ABAQUS is used berein･ Although this is a thoroughly plastic

model more approximate than the above-mentioned conventional model, better

numerical stability is ensured･ To simulate this complex behavior, a proper and
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appropriate yield criterion is essential･ Brittle and ductile models can be combined to

provide a proper description of the post failure behavior of concrete in the ductile-brittle

state･ The main advantage of this model is that it can easily solve the nonlinear problem

arlSlng from conventional concrete models･ This model is suitable for the analysis of

concrete structures under monotonic /cyclic / dynamic loading. And unloading is

possible to take place in a direction parallel to the initial st此IeSS Or in any desired

direction･ The key point different yield strengtbs in tension and compression with

slgnificant amount of initial yield stress are considered in this model･

Tbe constitutive relation is based on theory of plasticity and continuum damage

mecbanics･ A simple scalar damage variable used in this model degrades the elastic

stiffness due to crack opening, and recovers the stiffness after cracks closing･ The use of

multiple hardening variables used to define yield surface of concrete represents tensile

and compressive damage independently･ This constitutive model is based on damaged

plasticity of concrete, which can lead to a decoupled algorithm for the effective stress

computation and sti也IeSS degradation evaluation･ This model can effectively evaluate

the irreversible damage of concrete under fai巾low confining pressure (lessthan fわur

or丘ve times uniaxial compressive strength of concrete)･

Concrete damaged plasticity model is an isotroplC model and resembles with

Drucker-Prager type model in the context of compressive behavior of concrete･ This

model is implemented to FEM by uslng 8- node solid element with reduced integration

(C3D8R). It considers stiffness degradation and stiffness recovery due to the crack

openlng and crack closing of concrete, respectively･ Damage associated with the failure

mechanisms of the concrete results in a reduction in the elastic stiffness. The

constitutive relation used in this model is expressed in Eq･ (211)･

o
- (1-d)D.el:(cICPL)

(2-1)

wher?, u = Cauchy stress tensor, c = total strain tensor, cP] =

plastic strain

tensor (damaged plastic strain),D.eI
- initial elastic stiffness tensor･ The stiffness

degradation is isotropIC and characterized by a slngle damage variable,
d･ The damage

variable can take values from zero representing the undamaged material, to one

representing total loss of strength. This damage variable can be defined in Eq･ (2･2)in

terms of both tensile and compressive damage variables･

lld

-il-(1-wt)dc)il-(1-wc)dt)
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Here, dc =

compressive damage variables, dt = tensile damage variables･ Both

variables take values from 0 to l･ However, two variables c-cP/ and c-lPl used to define

hardening behavior of concrete are assumed to be functions of these two damage

parameters･ Furthermore,Another two stiffness recovery factor is considered in this

model, such as tension stiffness recovery factorwt and compression stiffness recovery

factor wc ･ In general, the compressive stiffness of concrete is fully recovered as loading

changes from tension to compression, 1･e･,Wc
- 1･0 ･ On the other hand, the stiffness is

not recovered as loading cbanges丘om compression to tension, which corresponds

tow,
-0･0･

In damaged plasticity model, effective stress tensor q- is expressed in terms of

undamaged elastic stiffness tensor and scalar damage variable d
, which

is illustrated in

Eq.(2-3).

u--(lld)D.el :(E-CPL) (2-3)

From the above two equations Eq(2-2) and (2-3),the relation between effective stress

tensor and Cauchy stress tensor can be expressed as cT - (1-d)u-･

2.3.2.1 Yield function

The damaged plasticity model uses a yield function to account for different

evolution of strength under tension and compression･ In terms of effective stresses, the

yield function F is expressed by uslng two hardening variables, E～(Pland c-cp/in Eq･

(2-4).

F(a-i'f-1',c-JPl',-1')

-土(q--3αp-･β(c-Pl)(u=-axトγ(-u=max))-u-(c-cpl)-o
(2-4)

Here,(I)isthe Mac?uley bracket defined by (x)-(1xI･x)/2
and the coefficients of

yield function are glVen by

α =

(ub./c,c｡)ll

2(ub./uc.)-1'

β(c-pl)-

u-c (c～cp[)

u-i (c-tp])

0≦α≦0.5

(1-α)-(1+α); γ-
3(1- Kc)

2Kc
ll

(2-5)

where, a-c(E-cP/)and u-I(E-tP[)
are effective compressive and tensile stress, respectively･
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cTmax is the maximum prlnCIPal effective stress that defines the tensile and compressive

criteria and and ubO /uc. is the biaxial stress ratio. A plane stress cross section of the

yield surface in the prlnCIPal stress space in shown in Fig.212.

Fig. 212 Yield surface in plane stress space

(T.M)

(C･M) : -∫3

Fig. 213 Yield surfaces inthe deviatoric plane, corresponding to different values of Kc
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In Eq･(214), q-,andq-c expresse Mises equivalent effective stress for tensile and

compressive meridian, respectively･ The shape factor of yield surface is defined

asKc -q-t/q-c･
The value of Kc ranges between 0 to l･ Kc= 1･O implies that the

yield surface is the Von Mises circle in the deviatoric prlnCIPal stress plane in tvhich

yield stresses in triaxial tension and compression are the same･ Kc = 0･5 implies that the

yield surface is the Rankin's triangle in the deviatoric prlnClpal stress plane･ When the

value Kc increases, it expands the yield surface in deviation plane surface and forms

to circle･ While the value ofKc decreases,I the size of the yield surface contracts and

forms to regular triangular shape･ A typical shape of yield surface is schematically

shown in Fig. 213 with different values ofKc ･

2.3.2.2 Flow potential

The concrete damaged plasticity model is based on the non-associated flow rule, where

the Drucker-Prager hyperbolic flow potential G is used to calculate plastic strain

increment dcJPl as shown below･

dcJPl -

d環l(I-1,
G= (eut.tan4,)2+ q-2 1P-tany,

(2-6)

(2-7)

Where, y, = dilation angle, a(. = tensile strength, p-- -(1/3)trace(u-)
=

effective

hydrostatic pressure･ The function asymptotically approaches a linear flow potential

(Fig. 214) at high confining pressure and intersects the hydrostatic pressure axis at

900･ e is a parameter, referred to as eccentricity that defines the rate at which the

function approaches the asymptote･ The flow potential tends to be a straight line, as the

eccentricity tends to zero･ This flow potential is continuous and smooth, and ensures

that flow direction is always unlquely defined･ However, concrete damaged plasticity

model uses different yield and potential function described above to define constitutive

relation of concrete･ The concrete model is integrated by uslng backward Euler method

generally used fわrconventional plasticity model･
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Fig. 2･4 Hyperbolicflow potential imp-q meridian plane･

In damaged plasticity model, the effective stress concept is used and defined as a

function of equlValent plastic strain. Damaged states in tension and compression are

characterized independently by two hardening variables, c-cPl and c-(P]
, which are referred

to as equivalent plastic strain in compression and tension, respectively. From Eq. (2-6),

eigen values of the plastic strain rate tensor dE^iP](i-1,2,3)
are determined. The

prlnClpal incremental plastic strains components are ordered such that

dc^1P[ -

dc^£lax,
dc'2Pl - dc^£;dand dc^,Pl -

dc^£三n.However, increment of two hardening

variables dE-cP]anddc-tPI can be calculated from Eq.(2-8).

(料-[乙Z
-(10-,,]dd7…l (2-8)

′＼

where, r(♂)
is stress weight factor defined in Eq･ (2-9) and it becomes one if all

′ヽ

principal stresses cT-i(i
- 1,2,3),

are positive and equal to zero if they are negative･

r

-r(u-i)-言
ノヽ

ノヽ < ノヽ

+α1+αっ+α3
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2.3.2.3 Concrete behavior under uniaxial compressive loading

The application of the concrete damaged plasticity model under uniaxial compressive

load is expressed in Fig. 2･5 in terms of stress-strain relation of plain concrete, which

represents that concrete shows hardening behavior after initiation of yield stress and

attains compressive strength fc/ at ultimate stage. Beyond this point, it goes to

softenlng and fully crushes while stress becomes zero･ To apply this model under

uniaxial compressive load, it is necessary to compute hardening modulus from effective

compressive stress uc and equivalent plastic strain c-cPl relation obtained from

uniaxial compression test on concrete cylinder specimen･ The equivalent plastic strain is

de丘ned in Eq. (2-10).

dc oc.

c-CPL
-

c～3n一石二石E,
where, c-:n

- cc
-oc /Ec

c～cpL

c-:a

Fig･ 2･5 Behavior of concrete under compression

2.3.2.4 Concrete behavior under uniaxial tensile loading

(2-10)

Generally, the behavior of concrete under tensile loading shows elastic sti血ess up to

maximum point and beyond the elastic limit, it goes into softening range･ It is a usual

assumption that formlng Cracks is a brittle process and the strength in the tensile loading

direction gradually goes to zero after such cracks have fbrmed･ This tension softenlng

behavior can be obtained from direct tensile test on concrete cylinder specimen･ In

damaged plasticity model, tensile behavior of concrete can be expressed by the tensile

stress-strain relation, which is schematically shown in Fig. 2.6. In this model, the
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inelastic cracking strain c-tl′王isdefined as the total strain minus the elastic strain

corresponding to the undamaged material; that is, 8～(m - Ct
-CT,)/Ec , and equlValent

plastic strain fわrtensile case is calculated by using Eq. (2-ll).

(I, u,
c-(pl - c-fm

-一-

(1-dt) Ec
(2-ll)

where, df is the tensile damage parameter･ This tensile equlValent plastic strain c-[Pl is

an important parameter to define the crack initiation and hardening variables. The

tensile crack in concrete initiates when tensile equivalent plastic strain is greater than

zero, c-tpl > o･

Fig. 2.6 Behavior of concrete under tension

The tension softening behavior of concrete is strongly influenced by the element size

and cracking criteria will be different for elements with different sizes･ However, it can

be easily said that cracking criteria is associatedwith characteristics length L of element,

which can be computed from cubic root of element volume･ Therefore, with considering

the element size effect on tensile softening behavior, tensile equivalent plastic strain can

be calculated as c-lPl -ucr /L , where ucr is width of the concrete crack openlng･

2.3.2.5 Concrete behavior under uniaxial cyclic loading

Under umiaxial cyclic loading, the behavior of concrete is strongly influenced by the
1

openlng and closlng Of previously formed micro-cracks･ In damaged plasticity model,

the microcrack opening and closing are simulated by degradation function, which is a
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limitation of this model to express such discrete phenomenon. Moreover, there is some

recovery of elastic stiffness when loading changes from tension to compression･ This

sti放IeSS recovery COnCept is an important aspect under cyclic loading. The uniaxial

stress-strain relation used in concrete damaged plasticity model under

tension-compression-tension loading cycle is schematically shown by solid line in

Fig.217. For comparison, the stress-strain relations under monotonic loading are

illustrated by broken lines.

(J

T.

Fig. 2･7 Concrete model under cyclic loading

In damaged plasticity model, plasticity is calculated based on flow rule and only one

yield function is used for both compressive and tensile case･ That's why it ensures better

numerical stability when applied to FEM, in comparison with smeared cracking model･

But when concrete is subjectedto cyclic loading, tension s6ftening
behavior defined in

both two models does not exhibit the accurate crack openlng and crack closing

pbeno血enon occurred cyclically, wbicb results in less accuracy of the numerical results･

In this study, tensile behavior of concrete is replaced by discrete crack model, which is

introduced in in-filled concrete as a discrete crack surface perpendicular to column axis

and located at a place where relatively larger local defわrmation occurs in steel tube･

Hereln, the behavior of discrete crack in concrete is simulated with contact pal一 model.

Therefore, discrete cracking model for tensile case along with damaged plasticity model

for compressive case are used together to express the accurate constitutive relation of

concrete.
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2.4 Interface model

It is of great interest to know how the interaction between steel tube and in-filled

concrete influences the structural behavior of CFT column. Herein, several distinct

features are explained schematically ln Order to understand the interface behavior

between tubular column and in-丘11ed concrete.

2.4.1 Spring model

To simulate interaction between tubular column and in-filled concrete, sprlng element

can be used as an interface element, although this is thoroughly an approximate model･

The contact behavior between steel tube and in-filled concrete can be modeled with

contact sprlng･ When the interface element experiences tension, gap arises between

tubular column and concrete, that is, no contact between them. On the other band, when

the clearance between two faces reduces to zero, contact forces acts at a point in normal

direction. Fujii et al. 2003 expressed this contact behavior between steel tube and

in-丘11ed concrete by bi-linear contact sprlng model, which is schematically shown in

Fig･2-S･ In this model, the sprlng Stiffness k, for compression side is assumed to be

relatively higher stiffness, while k, for tension side is considered to be zero･ In

addition, when concrete surface comes into contact with steel surface and tends to slip

with each other, shear force acts on their interfaces both in vertical and horizontal

directions (kz,k8) , Which results in resultant shear stressT∑ ･ In this study, this shearing

behavior between tubular columns and in-filled concrete is simulated by linear shear

sprlng model.

Displa cement

Shear sprlng model

Fig.2･8 Spring model

ln the above sprlng model, sprlng elements are inserted between steeトconcrete

interface and these are not allowed to change their orlglnal positions: But when large

defわrmation occurs in tubular columns due to local buckling ln Steel tube, the sprlng
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orientation will be changed and interface behavior completely differs丘om real case･ If

the resultant shear stressT∑ eXCeeds the limiting value of shear stress, concrete node

slips along the surface of steel tube, and thereby, the sbearlng Sti粗1eSS becomes zero･

Such kind of phenomenon was Ignored in the sprlng model proposed by Fujii.Due to

this limitation in sprlng model, the posトpeak behavior becomes larger comparlng With

the experimental results (Fujiiet al. 2003).

2.4.2 Contact palr model
●

To overcome the limitation in sprlng model, another alternative approach is to use

surface based interaction model, where special kind of algorithm is considered to

simulate steel-concrete interface behavior and referred herein as an accurate interface

model･ Altbougb sometimes it causes severe discontinuity between two contact bodies

when contact node penetrates, which indirectly results in convergence problem fわr

numerical ahalysis. The separated surfaces come into contact when clearance between

them reduces to zero and contact pressure acts on the respective surfaces･ The surfaces

separate, if the contact pressure becomes zero･ This contact behavior is simulated with

`bard contact'model implemented in ABAQUS. In this model, master and slave

surfaces are referred to as contact pair (Fig.2･9).Generally, the master and slave

surfaces should be chosen as the surface of the stiffer body and softening body,

respectively･ The su血ces are able to separate in a more realistic way and slide

relatively to each otber･ Not only is that it possible to investigate the local buckling ln

steel section, separated from concrete core by surface based interaction･

Contact condition

i)Each potential contact condition is defined in terms of a slave nodeムnd
a master

surface.

ii)The contact direction is always normal to the master surface･

iii)In principle, the slave nodes are constrained nわt to penetrate into the master surface･

Master surface

(steel)

Slave surface node

(concrete)

Slave node cannot

penetrate master surface

) cptactopenlng

人

I

Node in 也)ntact

Fig.219 Contact palr
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Coulomb friction model

When the slave node, comes into contactwith master surface, the contact pressure p

occurs in the direction normal to the surface. At the same time, friction force occurs in

the tangential direction･ This friction behavior is simulated by ECoulomb friction model'

shown in Fig･2110, where the resultant shear stress T: - (T12+T22)
is computed from

two orthogonal components of shear stresses Tl andT2 , acting on the interface between

two contact bodies･ Tbe出ction model assumes that two contact surfaces can carry the

resultant shear stress up to a certain magnitude at their interface before they start to slip.

Thus, magnitude of the resultant shear stress is defined as critical shear stressTc, , Which

is proportional to contact pressure p and expressed in Eq. (2112).The slip will occur

along theinterface when the shear stress reaches the critical stress (T= - Tc, ).In this case,

constant shear stress (T∑-Tc, ) acts at the interface during the slip. If T∑ <Tc, , nO relative

motion occurs.

Tc,=FLP

Where FL
= friction coefficient between interface of the adjacentsurfaces.

Fig.2110 Coulomb friction model
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Chapter 3

Nonlinear FEM Analysts Of CFT Columns
●

3.1 General

In order to ensure the safety of CFT bridge plerS during great earthquakes, it is

necessary to examine their inelastic behavior under cyclic loading accurately (Japan

Society of Civil Engineers (1996), Japan Road Association (1995)).The CFr bridge

pler is composed of tubular columns and in-filled concrete. The ultimate seismic

behavior of CFT bridge plerS is strongly influenced by the material cyclic plastic

behavior as well as the cyclic interaction between steel tube land
behavior of in-filled

concrete･ In past, there are several cyclic unidirectional experimentas (Iuraet al. 2002,

Morisbita et al. 2000, Hanbin Ge et al. 1996, Public work research institute, 1997-2000

and among others)carried out to examine the bysteretic behavior of CFr columns.

These experimental investigations on ultimate behavior of CFr columns are

undoubtedly a great help ln Clarifying their bysteretic behavior. Followlng these

experimental studies, some analytical models based on beam theory have been proposed

to predict the bysteretic behavior of CFr columns. But these models are not capable to

analyse the post buckling behavior of CFr columns along with the interaction between

steel tube and in-filled concrete. However, up to the present, no researches have been

conducted to compute the bysteretic behavior of PCFr columns in a direct manner. This

due to lack of accurate modeling of the behavior of in-filled concrete with confining

effect as well as proper interaction model. Therefore, accurate modeling of the interface

action together w仙tbe behavior of confined concrete and thin-甲alled steel tube may be

an only versatile method to predict the hysteretic behavior of CFr columns in a direct

manner. In this analysis, steel tube and concrete are represented by nonlinear shell and

solid elements, repectively. To express the material behavior, the 3-surface cyclic

plasticity model is used fわr steel tube, while the concrete damaged plasticity model is

used for in-filled concrete. Contact and friction behaviors are considered for interface

modeling･ The accuracy of the proposed FEM model is herein examine'd by comparlng

the computed results with the results of conventional cyclic loading experiments.
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3.2 Summary of the test specimens

A PCFT column model for the present analysis is illustrated in Fig.3･1. This model is

determined based on the PCFT column specimens used in the unidirectional cyclic

loading experiments conducted by the Public Work Research lnstitute. The PCFT

column specimens are so-called a cantilever type with fixed base. The cyclic loading

pattern used for specimens are explained in Fig･312･ At the top of the specimen,

alternating horizontal load under displacement control is applied with keeplng the

vertical load P constant.

The model specimens are made of carbon steel pipe (SS400) with 900 mm in diameter

and 9 mm in thickness, and three diaphragms with 6 mm in thickness are welded to the

inside of the pipe at an interval of 900 mm･ The geometric and material parameters for

the specimens are summarized in Table 3-1･ Among these parameters, the

radius-to-thickness ratio parameter R, has a great influence on the local buckling

behavior of PCFr columns. Herein, the model specimens (No.16,No.30 & No･29) have

the same radius-to-thickness ratio parameter ofRt
- 0.123. No.16 and No･30 are PCFT

columns with different axial force ratio (P/a,A )･No･29 has a hollow sectionwithout

in-filled concrete.

Table 3･1 Geometric and material properties of the specimens

Specimen No.16(PCFr) No.30(PCFr) No.29(Hollow)

Mateda1 SS400 SS4(X) SS4(X)

Heightb(m) 3.423 3.423 3.423

9

hc(m) 2.303 2.303

t(rrm)
9 9

DiameterD(mm) 9(汁) 90 900

A- 0.268_ 0.268 0.268

R1 0,123 0.123 0.123

H.(KN) 443.94 400.82 4(X).82

∂o(mm) ll.53 10.5 10.5

P/a,A 0.114 0.199 0.199

fc'(MPa) 27.93 21.46

Note:A - 苦(slendernessratio para-eter),

3(1I Vs2 ) (radius-to-thicknessratio parameter),

H｡ - (u,,-P/A)Z
/h (initialyield force),

∂o - Hoh3 / 3EI (initialyield displacement)I
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Fig. 311 Specimen and FEM model
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Fig. 312 Cyclic loading program
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3.3 FEM modeling and material constants determination

In the FEM model, only half of the model is discretized by virtue of symmetry of the

structure. Steel tube with diaphragms is modeled with the 4-node double curve

general-purpose shell element with reduced integration (S4R).The lower part of column

is discretized丘･om fine mesh to relatively coarse mesh; while the upper part is modeled

with elastic beam element with pipe section (B31)･The concrete core is represented by

the 8-node solid element with reduced integration (C3D8R). The numerical analysis

considering the geometrical and material nonlinearity lS Carried out by uslng the

general-purpose finite element package program ABAQUS ver. 6.6. Furthermore, the

in一丘ued concrete is hardened befわre testing the PCFr column specimen and an initial

gap between steel-concrete interfaces is generated due to dry shrinkage of concrete.

Considering this point, an initial gap of 0.5 mm between tubular column and in-filled

concrete is considered fわr numerical analysis･ In this model, the applied axial load is

distributed on in-filled concrete through two intermediate diaphragms.

3.3.1 Categories of analytical modeling

In this study, different four types of analytical modeling are used to determine the

hysteretic behavior of thin-walled steel tubular columns filled with concrete.Analytical

modeling categories are determined based on type of modeling used br interface

between in-filled concrete and steel tube as well as diaphragm, and constitutive model

for in-filled concrete. The analytical models are summarized in Table 312.

Tbe ｢Proposed
modelJ is a unlque Characteristic model and recommended to

determine bysteretic behavior of PCFr columns when occurrence of concrete crack

surface near the upper base plate dominates the pinching characteristics.

Tbe ｢Accurate
modelJ can be defined as a realistic model, where concrete crack

surface generates at a possible location･ However, this model is accompanied with

occurrence of concrete crack surface near local buckling of tubular columns, where

large inelastic deformation occurs･

The ｢Boundary
sprlng mOdelJ is very close to ｢Proposed

modelJ in context of

discrete crack location and differs in the sense that theinterface between in-filled

concrete and steel tube is modeled by sprlng element. Rather, this modeling can easily

overcome the interface contact problem and ensure better stability for FEM analysis. In

this model, contact behavior is expressed by bi-linear contact sprlng, While interface

shearlng action is represented by linear shear sprlng.
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Table 3-2 Concrete filled steel tubular column models

In-filled concrete

Model name
Constitutive

model

Location of
discrete crack

surface

between steel

tube and
in-filled

concrete

Steel tube

Proposed

model

Damaged AboVetbe Contactpalr

3-surface

plasticity upperbase Coulomb's

model plate friction

Accurate

model

Damaged Atloca1 Contactpalr

plasticity bucklingof Coulomb's

model steeltube 丘iction modelwitb

shellelement
Boundary

sprlngmOde1

Damaged AboVetbe Contactsprlng

plasticity

model

upperbase

plate

Shearsprlng

Elasticin-filled

concretemode1

Linearelastic

model

AboVethe

upperbase

plate

Contactpalr

Coulomb's

丘iction

The rElastic in-filled concrete modelJ also introduces the discrete crack surface

near upper base plate and inelasticity of in-filled concrete is lgnOred･ The basis of

this assumption is that the concrete partially filled at lower part of hollow columns

is confined by a diaphragm and expected not to be severely damaged during

earthquake･ In this model, the in-filled concrete behaves like a linear elastic

material and concrete damage is lgnOred.

In this study, computed hysteretic behaviors of PCFT columns considering with

different FEM models and different interface modeling are to be compared･

Therefore, parameters for 31Surface cyclic plasticity model and concrete damage

plasticity model are to be determined with checking the minimum error･ For this

purpose, the experimental results of PCFT column No･30 and corresponding

hollow column No･29 are used to calibrate the material parameters･ Hence, the

results of No.29 are used as a reference column to identify the steel material

parameters for modified 3-Surface model, while the results of No･30 are used

herein to calibrate in-filled concrete material parameters for damaged plasticity

model･ IJaStly, determined and calibrated parameters for concrete and steel

materials are confirmed by verifying the numerical results of the PCFT specimen

No.16 with the results of the experiments.
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3.3.2 3-surface model parameters calibration

There are a total of 10 parameters required to unlquely define the 3-surface

model, that is: Young's modulusEs , PoissonTs ratio ･vs , yield stress G,
, ultimate

tensile stress Gu
,
length of the orlglnal yield plateau

c,p
, plastic modulus in the

hardening range under monotonic loading HmP
, convergent elastic range fb ,

elastic range reduction rate P , elastic range expansion coefficient P and

discontinuous coefficient
K. The above material parameters except forfb

,β
,
P

,

and
K are determined from the conventional monotonic tensile coupon test

results. Generally steel material shows hardening behavior beyond the yielding

point and fracture occurs when strain at localized area exceeds the ultimate tensile

strain. To express this inelastic behavior of steel material, JSCE Committee on

Steel Structure (1996) has proposed an empirical formula, which is formulated in

Eq.(3-1)in terms of nominal stress onom and engineering strain E′10m relation･

onom

-吉gynomE"
(1- exp(-E+(cnom

- cynpom )/
cynom))

･
α;zo- (3-1)

where, curve shape factor E* is calculated from Eq.(312)

a;zo-

-吉cynomE"
(1- exp(-E*(cunom

-

cLzpom)/
c;zom))

･
u;zo- (3-2)

To fわrmulate the uniaxial stress-strain relation, plastic modulus at the beginnlng Of

the plastic hardening Es= plastic strain at the end of yield plateau cynpom
, ultimate

tensile strain
CunOm

are the necessary parameters･ Regarding the determination of

Es( and cynpom, an average value obtained from tensile coupon test for SS400

Est /Es･-1/40 and EunOm -o･237 is used, while c.v?Tomis determined from tensile

coupon test results carried for used for circular hollow column No･8 (Publicworks

research institute, 1997-2000). The relation between UnOm and EnOm calculated by

using Eq.(3-1)is converted into true stress u'nLeand logarithmic plastic strain
gp

as fわllows

utrue -

uI10m(1+cIZOm)
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cp

-1n(1･c,tom,一昔
(3-3b)

The computed uniaxial true stress-logarithmic plastic strain relations for material

steel are illustrated in Fig･ 3･3･ Considering the relation shown in Fig･ 313, a

multi-linear approximation is used to compute the hardening modulus 〃£ and

curve fitting parameter i for 3-surface model. The remaining cyclic parameters

for 31Surface model arefb/G, ,β,P
, and

K. These parameters except fb/G, can

be treated as independent of steel grade and taken as standard numerical value

(Goto et. al, 2006) for hollow circular columns. Generally, the parameter fb/0,

can be determined丘om the results of cyclic loading test on steel material. In this

study, due to lack of cyclic loading test results, this parameter is calibrated by uslng

the unidirectional cyclic loading test results on hollow column (No･29)･The results

of the specimen No･29 computed from nonlinear FEM shell analysis is expressed in

Fig･ 314 in terms of horizontal load-displacement relation and compared with the

results obtained from cyclic loading experiment･ It represents that the computed

numerical results best丘t with experimental results and the accuracy lS COnfirmed

with considering the Iminimum error optimization technique･ Tberefbre, the

computed as well as calibrated all steel material parameters fわr 3-surface model are

summarized in Table 3.3.

Fig･ 3･3 Uniaxial true stress-logarithmic plastic relation for steel
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Table 3-3 3-surface model parameters

No. 16 No.29&30

Es - 205･8(GPa)

u, - 308(MPa)

uu - 559･5(MPa)

vs
=0･3

gyp - 0･0183

fb/c',=0･25

β-150

〟-2.0

K-2.0

E -0.25

〃£(*)

Es - 205.8(GPa)

αγ - 308(MPa)

uu - 534(MPa)

γ∫
-0.3

gyp - 0･0183

fb/u, -0･25

β-150

〟-2.0

K-2.0

i-0.10

〝£(*)

(*)Multilinear curve is used to approximate the hardening behavior (Fig.313)

H/H.

-10
0 10 ∂/∂o

(a)Experiment

ー10
0 10 ∂/∂o

(b)Analysis

Fig. 3-4 Hollow column specimen (No.29)
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3.3.3 In-rllled concrete material constants determination

To express the nonlinear behavior of in-filled concrete, concrete damaged plasticity

model is used. Some concrete material constants are necessary to define the concrete

model, which is categorized into followlng 5 items･

① young's modulus Ec and Poisson's ratiovc

② uniaxial stress-strain relation fわrcompression

③ uniaxial stress-strain relation fわrtension

④ Damage parameter and equivalent plastic strain relation

⑤ Magnitudeofmaterialparameters ～,, e, ub./oc., Kc

Concernlng these five items, it is necessary to compute compressive strength of

concrete fc'obtainedfrom uniaxial compression test on cylinder specimen.

Regarding@, Young's modulus Ec calculated by followlng ACI guideline

(ACI,1999)Ec
-4700JfMPa

and Poisson,s ratioγc -0.2 are used to define

elastic properties of plain concrete.

Regarding @, the uniaxial stress-strain curves shown in Fig. 3･5(a) is used to

define compressive behavior of concrete･ The shape of these curves is determined

considering the compressive strength of concrete such that the shape is almost

proportional to the stress-strain cuⅣe shown by Sakino et al･ (2004)･

Regarding ③, tensile strength of concrete is calculated from lo啄 compressive

strength, ot. - fc//10(Matsumura et. al, 2007). To define the tension softening

behavior of plain concrete, there is a standard specification proposed by JSCE (2002)･

This tension softenlng behavior provides convergence problem when concrete is

subjected
to larger inelastic deformation･ To ensure better numerical stability, the

linear stress-crack openlng relationship with the negative stiffness graphically shown

in Fig. 3-5(b) is considered in the post-peak range. This tension softening behavior is

dependent on size of the element, which can be calculated 丘om element

characteristics length.
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In the FEM analysュs Of PCFT columns, discrete crack model is considered to simulate

the cracking behavior of concrete and this discrete crack is located where concrete is

subjected
to large inelastic defbrmation･ The cracking behavior is simulated with

contact pal一 model and tensile stress becomes zero while tensile force acts on the

respective surfaces･ Tberefbre, tension softenlng behavior with negative stif血ess

shown in Fig･ 315(b) has no significant effect on overall behavior of PCFT columns.

0.01 0.02 0.03

Cc

(a)Compressive behavior

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0 0. 002 0.0()1 0.006

Crack opening, 〟c√(m)

(b)Tensile behavior

Fig. 3･5 Uniaxial stress-strain relation of in-filled concrete

Compressive damage, dc

0 0.01 0.02 0.03

f
C

(a)Compressive damage

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

Tensile damage, dt

0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01

Crack opening, ucr (m)

(b)Tensile damage

Fig. 3･6 Damage parameter-strain relation for in-filled concrete
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Table 314 Damaged plasticity model parameters

SpecirKn Ec(GPa) Vc 4J Kc ubo/Oco e

No.30 21.8
0.2 38o 0.70 1.10 0.2

No.16 24.8

Regarding @, the damage parameter of concrete slgnificantly influences the

unloading stiffness and size of yield surface. There are specific guidelines

recommended by JSCE (2002) to calculate the compressive damage parameter fわr

concrete. However, this guideline provides relatively higher damage even at small

inelastic deformation of concrete. As is well known the in-filled concrete is not

severely damaged under in-put earthquake waves･ That's why for this study, an

alternative approach is fわllowed to determine the compressive damage parameter･

The relation between damage parameter and compressive strain of concrete shown in

Fig.316(a) is calibrated by using the experimental results of specimen No･30 and 16･

The validity of the calibrated compressive damage parameter is confirmed by

comparlng the computed results with the results of experiments･ Specially, the

computed hysteretic behavior of PCFT columns better coincides well when unloading

occurs. The tensile damage parameters shown in Fig.3･6(b) is determined based on

ensurlng the better convergence for numerical analysis･

Regarding ⑤, The concrete material parameters ～,,
e, ob./oc., Kc can be

determined directly from 3-D loading test on concrete specimen. But, there is no

available experimental data to compute these concrete material constants･ Therefore,

following the guidelines recommended by ABAQUS, the three parameters ,

ob./oc.-1･1,Kc -0･7 , E -0･2
are used to define constitutive relation ofconcrete･And

remalnlng paramete叩-380 is calibrated by uslng the test results of specimens

No･30 and 16 such that the computed results best fit with experimental results･ The

concrete material constants used fわr numerical analysュs Of PCFT columns are

summarized in Table 314.

Furthermore, the rElasticin-filled concrete modelJ is an approximate model, where

in-filled concrete is assumed to be an elastic body that does go into inelastic

deformation･ The similar elastic properties of concrete Ec and vc considered in

rproposed
modelJ of PCFT columns will be used for rElastic in-filled concrete

model｣ .
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3.3.4 Location of discrete crack surface in in-filled concrete

Analternative to the tensile cracking model used in concrete damaged plasticity

model is the introduction of discrete crack surface･ This is normally done by

disconnecting the displacement at nodal points and interaction between two

disconnecting surfaces is modeled by surface based interaction. One obvious

difficulty in such an approach is that the location and orientation of the cracks are not

known in advance･ In this study, discrete crack location is determined by two

different ways and schematically shown in Fig.317.

In rAccurate
modelJ ,

discrete crack surface is introduced in in-filled concrete in

the position where relatively larger local deformation in horizontal direction occurs.

This crack location is associated with the location of local buckling of steel tubular

column shown in Fig. 3･7(a) (Iuraet al. 2002, Morishita et al. 2000). Initially to

determine the crack location, it is necessary to compute a FEM analysiswithout any

discrete crack in in-filled concrete and observe the possible location of maximum

tensile plastic strain. Then, crack surfaces will be discretized in these possible

locations. This approach directly resembles with beam model.
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Fig. 3･7 Location of discrete crack surface in in-filled concrete
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In ｢Proposed
model｣ ,

discrete crack surface is located between below the

concrete base and above the upper base plate (Fig･ 3-7(b)).The basis of this

assumption is that when tensile fわrce acts in in-filled concrete, the concrete below

upper base plate acts as a rigid body and does not resist concrete above upper base

plate to move in vertical direction･ Under this situation, there is a possibility to

generate discrete crack surface justabove the upper base plate. For both cases, the

discrete concrete modeling is defhed by contact palr and Coulomb friction model,

where the co-efficient of friction FL =1.0 (ACI Code Issues) is considered for

friction behavior between concrete on concrete surface.

3.3.5 Constants for interface modeling between steel tube and in･Tllled concrete

The contact behavior between steel-concrete interface is simulated by contact palr

model and丘iction behavior is modeled with Coulomb丘iction model, wbicb is

expressed in Eq.(2-12).As a coefficient of friction between tubular column and

in-filled concrete, FL =0.2 (Johanssonet al. 2001) is used for FEM analysis.

On the other hand, to investigate the interface modeling effect, the contact pair

with Coulomb出ction model is replaced by the contact with shear sprlng model. In

the sprlng model, three sprlng COnStantS are used to express contact and friction

behavior, such as k,, kz,ke. In this study, bi-linear sprlng model is used to express

contact behavior, where, k,
-9.8xlO9KPa/cm (Fujii et al. 2003) is used for

compression side, while k,
-0.Ois considered for tension side.And linear shear

sprlng lS used in two ortbogonal directions. To de丘ne the shear sprlng model,

kz - ke - 2764 KPa/cm(Charles et al･ 1999) is used for numerical analysis･

3.4 Comparison the hysteretic behaviors of PCFT columns computed from

different FEM models

The results of unidirectional cyclic loading tests on PCFT (No･30&No.16) columns

are compared with the results computed丘om 4 types of FEM models in terms of the

horizontal restoring fわrce-displacement relation･

a)
Proposed model

In Fig･318 &319, the computed results of the rProposed
modelJ are compared with

the results of experiments on PCFT columns (No.30 & No.16). The ac'curacy of the

FEM model is generally acceptable･ Specifically, the computed results rather
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accurately exhibit the pinching hysteretic loops obseⅣed in the experiments of PCFr

columns･ In the post peak range, computed softening behavior differs from the results

of experiments a littlebit. This is due to metal fracture occurred in steel tube at outer

surface. After first occurrence of metal fracture at steel tube, the structural behavior

will change drastically･ Therefore, itis very difficult to compute this drastic change in

softenlng behavior numerically.

The computed results of the ｢Proposed
modelJ with considering no discrete crack

surface introduced in in-filled concrete are shown in Fig.3-10. It represents that the

computed results differ completely and pinching hysteretic loop characteristics

observed in the experiments, disappears both in pre-peak and posトpeak range･ This

because the damaged plasticity model cannot predict the cyclic crack openlng and

crack closlng in filled concrete more accurately･

b) Accurate model

The objectiveof this model is to investigate the effect if the position of discrete

crack is changed the location of crack surface above the upper base plate･ In this
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model,･ the crack location that is used to construct
｢Proposed

model｣ ,
is changed and

relocated at the position where local buckling deformation of tubular columns occurs.

The localization occurred at steel tube of specimen No.30 & No.16 is at a distance of

O･11D from the upper base plate･ The computed hysteretic behaviors of PCFT

columns are shown in Fig･3111 and compared with the experimental results expressed

in Fig･318･ It represents that the computed results also show pinching hysteretic loop

characteristics and stiffness of pinching hysteretic curves does not differ slgnificantly

comparlng With the results obtained from rProposed
modelJ ･ This is because

position of the horizontal discrete crack surface in in-filled concrete is very close to

the upper base plate and there is no slgnificant change in cyclic crack openlng and

crack closlng pattern ObseⅣed in ｢Proposed
model｣ ･

c) Boundary spring model

The objectiveof this model is to investigate the effect if the interaction model

between tubular column and in-filled concrete is changed from the interface model

used in ｢Proposed
model｣ ･ In this case, sprlng model is used as interface model ,

w血icb resembles with contact pal一 and Coulomb丘iction model and considers the

contact with friction behavior along the interface between steel tube and in-filled

concrete. The computed hysteretic behaviors are shown in Fig.3･12. Comparing With

experimental results (Fig.318),it is clear that the computed hysteretic behaviors using

sprlng model coincide well with the results of experiments up to 6∂o displacement

amplitude. While localbuckling deformation becomes large, the change in computed

pinching hysteretic loop characteristics is remarkable at a displacement amplitude of

7∂oフCOmparlng With experimental results･ This is because the orientation of the

steel-concrete interface changes drastically, while local buckling deformation occurs

at steel tube.

In ｢Boundary
sprlng mOdel｣ ,

linear shear sprlng lS inserted at the interface of tubular

column and in-filled concrete in horizontal and vertical directions. Beyond

7∂｡ displacement amplitude, the shear springs inserted in tubular buckling area (ata

distance of o.o25D
-0.15D

from upper base
plate)

have been removed, and the

computed results after removal of these shear springs are Shown in Fig･ 3113･ It

represents that computed results with removal of shear sprlng from tubular buckling

area show relatively stable pinching hysteretic loop characteristics. However, as

expressed above, sudden removal of sprlng makes the numerical calculation more
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difficult･ It is fact that equlValent nodal forces are removed abruptly and thereby,

external force acting at the sprlng elements is enfわrced to backwards･ This

phenomenon indirectly influences the slope of descending envelops of hysteretic

curves･ The removal of sprlng Will be considered as a special algorithm to compute

the bysteretic behavior of PCFT columns, if sprlngS are used as an interface element.

d) Elastic in-filled concrete model

A relatively simplified and approximate model to compute the hysteretic behavior of

PCFT columns is to consider the in-filled concrete as an elastic body and ignore the

concrete damaged plasticity･ This model resembles with
｢Proposed

modelJ in the

sense that discrete crack surface is located near upper base plate. The computed

hysteretic behaviors shown in Fig･3･14 exhibit well agreement with
rProposed

modelJ comparlng the pinching hysteretic loop characteristics of PCFT columns･ But

the computed horizontal restoring force is slgnificantly increased up to displacement

amplitude of 6∂o -

7∂o･ This is because no damaged plasticity in concrete is taken

into consideration. This model can also ensure that the crack openlng and crack

closing occurs cyclically at the discrete crack surface. Therefわre, with compromlSlng

the nonlinear behavior of in-filled concrete, it is possible to obtain a more simplified

bysteretic model fb∫PCFT columns.

3.5 Failure mechamism of PCFT columns under cyclic loading

Tbe failure mechanism of PCFT columns comprlSeS Of localized deformation in

steel tube, increaslng the compre畠sive strength of in-filled concrete due to confining

pressure effect, and occurrence of fracture in steel tube due to large
equlValtnt strain

localization. Herein, to describe the failure mechanism, the results of experiment

(publicworks research institute, 1997-2000) on PCFT columns (No.30) under

unidirectional cyclic load is considered and computed results based on proposed FEM

model are added to clarify the failure mechanism details.

3.5.1 In･ filled concrete restraining effect on tubularlocal buckling

To investlgate the in-filled concrete effect, the computed deformed shapes at lower

part of steel tubes of PCFT (No･30) and corresponding hollow (No･29) columns

shown in Fig.3-15(a) & (b) are compared at the same displacement amplitude. The
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comparison of defわrmed shapes of steel columns represents that no slgnificant inelastic

local defわrmation occurs in PCFT column, while the hollow column goes to large

inelastic local deformation that develops along loading direction near column base.

This buckling patterns observed in outer shell are similar to elephant fわot buckling

modes, wbicb changes cyclically with loading direction･ The inward local buckling of

PCFT column is delayed by in-filled concrete restraining effect･ This is due to dilation

of in-filled concrete near to the tubular buckling area and cyclic interaction between

the interfaces of steel tube and in-filled concrete.

To investigate the effect of axial stress ratio on local deformation, the deformed

shapes of PCFT column specimens (No.30 & No･16) are compared (Fig.3･15(c)& (d))

at the same displacement amplitude. Herein, the PCFT (No･30) column is subjectedto

higher axial stress ratio comparlng With No･16･ The comparison implies that the PCFT

specimen subjected
to higher axial stress ratio exhibits larger inelastic local

defわrmation.

Furthermore, to examine the effect of the in-filled concrete, the dissipated

energy-horizontal restoring force relations are further shown for PCFT and hollow

columns in Fig. 3･16. In Fig.3116, the plastic energy dissipated by the column is

approximately calculated by
AE-[Hd∂and AEO is an elastic energy given

byAE.
-0.5H.∂..

From Figs.3･4, 3-9, 3･15 & 3･16, the strength, ductility and energy

dissipation capacity of PCFT columns are slgnificantly improved from those of the

hollow columns･ This is prlmarily due to fact that the local buckling of the steel tube is

restrained by the in-filled concrete (Fig.3115).

3.5.2 Axial stress and confining pressure distribution on in･filled concrete

To investigate the con丘ning pressure effect on in-filled concrete strength, bottom

layer qf concrete near base plate is taken into consideration･ The bottom layered

concrete is divided into tensile and compressive zone when it is
subjected

to bending

action. These two zones are separated from each other in a criterion of axial stress is

either tensile or compressive･ This zone distinction derived from the results of FEM

analysis of PCFT column (No･30) is shown in Fig･ 3-17. It represents that tensile crack

opening/crack closing occurs periodically with changing the loading direction, which

is slgnificant for developlng the typical hysteretic curve of PCFT columns･ Under the

compressive zone, the compressive stress acting on bottom layered concrete is

gradually increased to maximum l･72fc/at ∂ - ･12･16∂. This can be explained that
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internal passive pressure results from steel tube acts as confinement to the in-filled

concrete and increases the strength of concrete･

It is of interest to investigate either the concrete filled in steel tube is subjectedto

high confining pressure or not. In a PCFT column, compressive con丘ning stresses on

the concrete core are induced by passive confinement provided by the outer steel

tube. The circular steel tube has a high stiffness against inner pressure perpendicular

to the tube wall, and therefわre circumferential steel hoop tension can develop to

provide lateral
confining pressure to the concrete core. Due to this lateral

confinement, concrete behaves like a ductile material. The concrete damaged

plasticity model can effectively evaluate this confining pressure in multiaxial stress

state. To examine this pressure distribution on in-filled concrete, bottom layered

concrete fわrPCFr column (No･30) is taken into consideration, where relatively larger

local deformation occurs. The confining pressure distributions are shown in Fig.3-18

in terms of contour lines. From this pressure distribution, it is clear that the concrete

elements adjacentto the steel tube suffer from maximum confining pressure up to

1.04fc'at a displacement of ∂/a. -+12.16.
It is clear that increment of maximum

confining pressure acting on concrete element satisfies well the allowable limit (4 to 5

times fc/),recommended by concrete damaged plasticity model.

3.5.2 Strain localization and metal fracture occurrence at local buckling of steel

tⅦbe

The outer shell of PCFr column is likely to go into relatively larger inelastic

deformation, compared with hollow column. As a result, metal fracture is likely to

occur due to high strain localization developed in outer steel tube. Basically, the crack

-
■initiation is ductile fracture in nature. In this study, metal fracture initiation criterion

is investigated based on equivalent plastic strain localized in buckling of steel tube･

During the cyclic loading experiments on PCFT columns (No.30),metal fracture is

observed on the outer surface at amplitude of∂ -+14.57∂..
The location of metal

fracture along with tubular local buckling is located at 100 mm above the base plate,

which is schematically shown in Fig.3･19. A relation between equivalent plastic stain

and horizontal displacement acting on top of the column is computed from the results

of FEM analysis for PCFT and corresponding hollow columns･ The computed results

are shown in Fig.3-20 for comparison. It represents that the fracture first initiates

from outer surface when equivalent plastic strain㌻ダニ1.21 at amplitude of-13.71∂o ,

Moreover, hollow column is far from fracture initiation problem. So, this key feature

should be taken into consideration for practical design of PCFT column, even though

it is very effective for earthquake resistance･
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3.6 Summary and Concluding Remarks

This chapter outlines a 3D FEM model that computes the hysteretic behavior of

PCFT columns under unidirectional cyclic load･ In this model, steel tube is modeled

by nonlinear geometric 4-node thick shell element with local buckling and the

material nonlinearity is expressed by 31Surface cyclic plasticity model, while in-filled

concrete is represented by 8-node solid element and concrete nonlinear behavior is

defined by damaged plasticity model･ The interaction between tubular column and

in-filled concrete is simulated with contact pal一 With Coulomb friction model. Hereln,

the results obtained from a stable and accurate FEM model is presented
in comparlng

with experimental results･ From this computation, followlng conclusions can be

drawn.

(1)In ｢Proposed
model｣ ,

discrete crack surface is introduced between upper base

plate and bottom part of in-filled concrete･ This model represents an accurate and

stable FEM model to compute the bysteretic behavior of PCFr columns that

exhibits the pinching hysteretic loop characteristics observed from experiments･

(2) ｢Accurate
modelJ is an alternative way of

｢Proposed
modelJ where discrete

crack surface is replaced in in-filled concrete, where steel tube goes into larger

inelastic deformation･ The computed results do not differ significantly in

comparlng With the results of
｢Proposed

model｣ ･ This is because location of local

buckling deformation is very close to the upper base plate･

(3)The computed results丘om
｢Proposed

modelJ with no discrete crack su血ce in

in-filled concrete differs slgnificantly comparing With results of experiments･

This is because tensile behavior of in-filled concrete defined by damaged

plasticity model can not predict cyclic crack openlng and crack closing

accurately.

(4) The results obtained from ｢Boundary
spring modelJ also show pinching

behavior up to ultimate state･ But in posトpeak range, when local buckling bulge

forms in tubular columns, steel tube goes into larger inelastic deformation and

sprlng Orientation is altered abruptly, which greatly influences the hysteretic

behavior of PCFr columns･ These problems can be minimized by removlng the

sprlng elements at a time when localization initiates in steel tube･ Hence a special

algorithm will be considered to remove the sprlng elements丘om tubular

buckling zone･

(5)The rElastic in-filled concrete modelJ is similar to rProposed
mode.1J , but differs

in lgnOrlng the concrete inelasticity･ The basis of this model is that the concrete
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filled at lower part of steel column is confined by diaphragm and not seriously

damaged during earthquake･ This results in increaslng the ultimate strength

capaclty Of PCFT columns･ But in post peak range, no slgnificant difference is

observed comparlng With experimental results･

(6)Based on ｢Proposed
model｣ , concrete material parameters are calibrated. At the

same time, the axial stress and confining pressure distribution on in-filled

concrete layer close to upper
base plate are investigated, which represents that

strength of in-filled concrete increases due to confining pressure provided from

steel tube. In addition, local buckling of steel tube is restrained due to concrete

dilation and steel-concrete interaction. Thereby, the strength and deformation

capacity of PCFT columns are slgnificantly Improved, comparlng With hollow

tubular columns.

(7) The PCFT columns are subjected
to large inelastic deformation･ Therefore, steel

tube suffers from larger equlValent plastic strain, which results in fracture

initiation in steel tube. So, the occurrence of metal fracture must be considered

for practical design of PCFT columns･
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Chapter 4

Summary

4.1 Summary and concluding remarks

The work presented in this thesis is a study of hysteretic behavior of thin-walled steel

tubular column with partially in-filled concrete･ In this study, 4 types of 3-D FEM

models for PCFT columns are determined based on discrete crack location in in-filled

concrete, an accurate as well as relatively approximate model for interaction between

tubular column and in-filled concrete, and constitutive model used for in-filled concrete.

The objectiveof constructing FEM models is to investigate the hysteretic behavior of

PCFr columns under unidirectional cyclic load･ The obseⅣations based on numerical

computation are prlmarily concentrated on deriving the typical bysteretic loop

characteristics that obseⅣed in the unidirectional cyclic loading experiments on PCFr

columns･ The numerical analysis is carried out by uslng general-purpose FEM package

program ABAQUS vcr. 6.6, in which 3-surface cyclic plasticity model fb∫ steel and

concrete damaged plasticity model for in-filled concrete are used as constitutive relation･

In this analysis, steel tube and in-filled concrete are represented by nonlinear shell and

solid elements, respectively. Contact pair along with Coulomb frittion model, and

sprlng model are used to simulate steel-concrete interaction･ The overall findings from

this analytical study are summarized below.

(1) A more accurate and numerically stable FEM model, referred hereinafter as

｢proposed
modelJ is presented to compute the bysteretic behavior of PCFr

column under cyclic unidirectional
load･ In comparison with experimental results,

tbe accuracy of the computed bysteretic behavior of PCFr column is proved to be

generally acceptable･ Specifically, the computed results exhibit the pinching

bysteretic loops that observed in the unidirectional cyclic loading experiments of

PCFr columns.

(2)AnrAccurate modelJ is presented for PCFT columns in order to investigate the

effect of discrete crack location near local buckling of tubular column･ It is

observed that the overall bysteretic behavior of PCFT columns does not differ

slgnificantly comparlng With that of
｢Proposed

model｣ ･ This is because tubular

local buckling occurs at a very close distance to upper base plate･
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(3) Comparing with
｢Proposed

model｣ ,
an approximate but numerically stable

｢Boundary
sprlng mOdelJ is presented for PCFT columns in order to overcome

tbe contact problem between steel tube and in-filled concrete･ Although this model

can ensure better convergence, but a special algorithm defined as removal of sprlng

elements from local buckling area, is taken into consideration for post buckling

analysis.

(4)Analternative of
rProposed

modelJ is referred hereinafter as rElastic in-filled

concrete modelJ
is presented for PCFr column･ This model ignores the concrete

inelasticity assumlng that concrete filled at lower part of hollow column is

confined by diaphragm and not severely damaged under earthquake waves･ Due to

this assumption, ultimate strength of PCFr columns is increased a little bit, but

post peak results better coincide with experimental results･

(5) Based on ｢Proposed
model｣ ,

it is obseⅣed that the cyclic local buckling of

tbin-walled steel tubular columns is delayed by the inte血ce action and dilation of

in-filled concrete･ It implies that the strength, ductility and energy dissipation

capacity of hollow columns can be slgmificantly improved by the partially in-filled

concrete. Therefore, PCFT columns are very effective in order to upgrade the

seismic performance of existing thin-wailed steel hollow columns･

(6) In PCFr columns, steel tube goes to large inelastic defわrmation under cyclic load

and metal fracture is likely to occur in steel tube due to large inelastic strain

localized near local buckling of steel tube･ Therefore, this metal fracture initiation

criterion should be taken into consideration for practical design of PCFr columns･

4.2 Future research plan

The present analytical study lS mainly focused on the computation of ultimate

bysteretic behavior of PCFr columns under cyclic unidirectional load･ But to ensure the

safety of elevated highway bridges under great earthquakes, it is important to predict

bi-directional hysteretic behavior of PCFT columns･ In context of increaslng the seismic

resistance of CFr bridge plerS, the concept of bysteretic behavior of PCFT columns is

to be updated･
Therefore, following SCOPeS are recommended for further research･

(1) A 3D FEM model to compute the hysteretic behaviors of thin-walled tubular

columns with partially in-filled concrete under horizontal bi-directional cyclic load

and the accuracy of the FEM model is to be confirmed by comparlng With the

results of cyclic bidirectional loading experiments･
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(2)Anexperimental and analytical investigation on hysteretic behavior of PCFT

columns under dynamic load.

(3)Anextensive investigation on the effects of loading programs on strength and

ductility of PCFT columns and determine the best seismic loading program that

resembles with earthquake wave･

(4)A design method of PCFr columns that includes optimum beigbt of in-filled

concrete as well as design and location of diaphragm over in-filled concrete･
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